Dune buggy wiring
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2 3 4 template Next. Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 4. Filtered by:. I'm good with
mechanical stuff, bad with wiring. I have a basic understanding of wiring I can wire stuff after
reviewing it times, but as far as wiring a whole car I'm kinda at a loss. Here's the wiring I got
with the dune buggy. I'm guessing 5 fused circuits ain't cutting it, and a few more wouldn't hurt.
I found a wiring diagram for a 65 beetle that has 8 circuits. It very closely matches what's
already in the buggy sans the dome light which I want to add back in since it has a roof. Here's
the diagram I've using The buggy has an aftermarket ignition switch, a stock VW turn signal
lever, flip switches for the lights, and a dimmer switch for the headlights. It still has a stock VW
generator, I think the output is somewhere around amps. I may upgrade to an alternator at some
point, but not now.. I was eying up universal fuse blocks and grounding bus bars and found
these. I can't seem to find a USA seller for the fuse box though This one looks OK, I wanted
something with 8 circuits and screw on terminals.. China though uhhhgggg Last edited by
tardis ; June 7, , PM. Tags: None. June 8, , AM. Comment Post Cancel. Sounds like a plan. The
last chevy van I junked I saved the fuse block and substantial lengths of the harness coming out
of it. Using the factory turn switch and tail lights will make things much easier, converting to
American style combined brakes and turns is an excercise in futility. Of all the paths you take in
life - make sure a few of them are dirt. As far as fuses and circuit sizes, all you need to get the
car to run is the ignition switch to coil, ignition switch to starter. The generator will have a
regulator of some sort, I think that might be the problem with the fuses though. If its not putting
out the full voltage, the circuits are going to draw more amps, so a Run a big enough wire from
the ignition switch on to the fuse block to keep the heat down. I mean everything is run off that
wire that you want to be off when you turn the key off and undersizing that wire builds heat thru
everything. I would think the only 30 amp fuse you might be using is on the headlights, but the
difference between running everything 16 gauge or 12 gauge is not that much. Also keeping the
power lines protected a bit more than it looks they are now will help with corrosion which also
causes more amp draw. Some dielectric grease on the terminals of the box might be a good
idea because its probably gonna get wet sometime.. Originally posted by yellomalibu View Post.
Originally posted by anotheridiot View Post. Last edited by tardis ; June 8, , AM. It wasn't a bad
price, as it was all wire-tied into lengths and wire sizes Since my driver seat is farther back than
the factory rear seat I had to modify it for length. And NONE of the wires were labeled or
stamped as to their purpose. Had to spend a couple of nights sitting on the living room floor
with a factory diagram and label them by hand. There are better ones out there. The rest I have
just made my own harness's. In addition to my boat factory days, I also did a stint in a wiring
harness factory. I have a fairly decent supply of different colored and gauge wires on hand.
Solder your terminals if you can. Will make it trouble free for many miles in the future. Too much
resistance builds up on the crimp on terminals to satisfy me, they always end up causing
trouble. And running a Ford style starter relay at the rear close to the starter is an excellent cure
for an old harness with too much resistance to fire the factory solenoid on the starter. The deal
is that the factory wire 18g iirc has to run all the way to the front of the car to the ignition switch,
then all the way back again to the solenoid. It is simply too small and with age the resistance
becomes too much to fire the solenoid. The solenoid get the blame when it is actually fine. So
use the Ford solenoid like a cheap heavy duty relay to send more current to the factory
solenoid, and activate the Ford relay with the factory 18g wire. Works like a champ. With a new
harness and heavier starter wire you should not need to do this though. Can't hurt either for that
matter. Your call. That's the one Keyed kill switch is a great idea. Don't need to play "find the
buggy"! Yeah, soldering the crimps. I have no love for the chinese stuff, but try to find
something NOT sourced from there. Use it, but also use protecting grease on the terminals so
the cheap coating will stay in place? I have gotten good service from them in the past. The
collars don't tend to crack if you do crimp it, although I'm also inclined to solder a crimp type
connector in a permanent installation like you're doing. Barry Donovan. I had to run alt to
battery, battery to underhood fuse bus big ones, like 40 amp 50 amp and to be sure car keeps
running at nearly all fuse errors, the ignition gets a seprate wire to battery, relay powered by
key. I had the dumbest factory setup ever to need to start over.. The gmc truck is my favorite
however, as the most robust and simply by factory. They use more underhood stuff. Previously
boxer3main the death rate and fairy tales cannot kill the nature left behind. June 8, , PM. Relays
could help, I really dont think you have enough load to really need them though. I just bought
these cheap packs of 5 from Amazon to get some of the alarm features to work on the camaro. It
would definitely let you run some smaller wire just to control the relay and once you start
working with them its just making the ciruit but allowing the load to come from a heavier
conductor. I really dont see anything wrong with the fuse box, at least it seems like you have a
fighting chance to keep it relatively dry. You guys have some very good suggestions, thanks for

that. This is why BS rules. I have a 2 port power receptacle I can use. That's a great idea that I
totally overlooked yellowmalibu. Deaf Bob. I want to get a waterproof lighter socket for boats to
put on my truck for pumps and lights outside the cab. I made portable lights by using a speaker
magnet for a base and a tractor light, using an old extension cord and small battery charger
clips.. The 35 watt ones will stay lit all night on one charge with CCA battery. Originally posted
by Deaf Bob View Post. All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel. This listing is for part or
sub-assembly number given below only. Great for buggies, kit cars and other custom
applications. Turn Signal Flasher Harness Yes. Prewired Harness Yes. EMPI carburetors. Skip to
main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add
to Watchlist. The seller is away until Feb 26, Add this item to your watchlist to keep track of it.
Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge.
Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new
window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information dirtbio Contact seller. Visit
store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Add to cart. Add to Watchlist
Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Salem, Oregon, United States. Ships to:. United
States and many other countries See details. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Tue. Delivery
times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Report item - opens in a new window or tab.
This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the
resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to
My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This
part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops,
something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible
with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information
contained in this table have been provided by dirtbio. Shipping and handling. This item will ship
to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new
window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item
will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 21 items available. Please enter a number less
than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or
exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or
tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback on dirtbio from others who bought this item.
Positive feedback. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. International Priority Shipping. Posted in
dune. Wire Wiring Harness. Category Archives: dune Vw dune buggy plug and play wiring
harness. Meyers manx etc Posted on July 18, by admin. The original dune buggy brothers plug
and play harness. Soldered, shrink wrapped, vintage style harness wrap with all the dropouts
where they need to be. Vintage style but with a modern ATO fuse block. Also fits all the
imitations.. Wrapped in vintage factory style harness wrap. Soldered, Terminated, and shrink
wrapped connections. I will need to know. Do you use an old school foot switch mounted by
clutch pedal, or a VW turn signal that uses a soglenoid to shift between hi-beam and low-beam?
Does your transaxle have a switch in the nose cone? Old swing axle bugs usually have no
provisions for a reverse switch. Lots of buggies run no reverse lights at all. If you need wiring
for a dash mounted toggle for reverse, specify! Old VW with big numbers, or a newer 70s style
with integrated electronic fuel gauge? Early 60s style Vw column, GM type, aftermarket empi
universal turn lever, toggle switch, 70s vw column with ignition. Charging system- are you
running An old generator with an external voltage regulator, or an alternator with an external

voltage regulator. Or a newer one wire internally regulated alternator? Do you have any
Switches mounted left of the Steering column? Or is everything center pod mounted? Its nice to
have items drop out Of the harness in the correct place. Please list left to right. List ALL gauges
and extras like: vdo electric fuel gauge, tach, temp gauge, whip specify location , separate oil
pressure gauge specify mechanical or electric , radio, off road lights, fanâ€¦ Remember, A dune
buggy should be simple so it wont fail on you. Bruce calls them worry gauges. Also: theres only
6 tuses to work with. I typically build these to run down drivers side harness tube. If you prefer
down right side tube or on passenger floorboard down the middle please specify how you want
it routed to the tail. The Mini t work better down the middle. Heres what is included. You get SXL
automotive wiring for hi-beam, low beam, running lights, turn signal lights, reverse lights, brake
lights, Horn, dimmer switch, wiper switch, wiper motor, fuel sending unit, ignition switch, turn
switch, horn switch, VW beetle speedometer early or late with fuel gauge headlight switch,
gauges? Radio , Coil, oil pressire switch, Alternator, Starter, and tag light. All basically wired
like a vw beetle, but with a modern style 6 gang ATO fuse block with cap. This listing is for a
dune buggy wiring harness that fits YOUR 14 inch chopped pan 80 inch wheelbase Dune buggy.
I can accomodate wiring for corvair running gear also. Must have engine in rear. VW Dune
buggy Wiring harness! The lead time on this item is roughly four weeks. There is a line.
Speedometer not included used for reference. Custom fabricated by hand individually. Now all
SXL grade wire! Plus, the main 10 gauge power feed is now marine grade tinned wire! This
harness fits a 14 inch chopped pan dune buggy. If you have a full pan buggy check my other
listing. More than 90 solder points. Mostly terminals and some internal junctions. Cleanly
wrapped so your install looks great! These are custom built one at a time to order. Will you use
an old school foot switch for your hi-beam, or the turn stalk switch that uses a solenoid? Does
your trans axle has a reverse switch on it? Not sure about your states laws regarding reverse
lights. I have had to wire for a toggle switch to actuate reverse lights in the past. Finally, will you
use a newer AL82 type internally regulated alternator, or an external voltage regulator, with an
AL 78 alt, or generator? Please specify where your harness needs special terminations.
Commonly, aftermarket ignition switches have screw posts, not plug-ins. This is default as most
buggies use aftermarket ignition switches. Male spade plugs are used where necessary for
stock VW components like: turn signal leads to column, and. Plugs right up to YOUR stock
beetle speedometer, headlight switch, turn lever, tail lights and wiper switch! Your harness
includes all grounds for a fiberglass bodied VW. Your new harness will include fuel gauge
wiring and sending unit leads with ground. Electric fuel gauge specify if you use a mechanical
fuel gauge light. Your new harness will include wiper leads for a 12v VW 2 speed wiper
assembly. Your new harness will include leads for a stock Vw turn signal assembly. With or
without dimmer. Or a foot operated dimmer setup. Your harness will have light leads and
grounds to all gauges if any. What year is your pan? Reverse switch in nose cone of transaxle?
Your harness will be wrapped in dry vinyl harness wrap that is similar to electrical tape but has
no glue and must be tied on ends. It can be unwrapped and re-wrapped if necessary to modify
or adjust. Simple to unwrap, tie off like a balloon. Does your buggy have harness tubes molded
in? We prefer to use the left side of the buggy body for harness wiring. The right side for you to
install radio speaker wires and stuff like off-road lights at a later date. Default location of our
front-to-rear harness is always drivers side under fender ledge or through body tubes. Do you
have a newer internally regulated alternator? Do you run an external voltage regulator? Where
is it in the engine bay? You might need to relocate it. Dash speedometer and switch location
should be included in communication so the dropouts will be where they need to be. Default
location is the typical cluster in the center of dash. Some buggies have a headlight switch
installed on the left of steering wheelâ€¦ Specify if yours is unusual. I need to know exactly
where it is. High beam, low beam, front and rear turn signals, horn, rear running lights, stop
lights, reverse lights, reverse lead in, lisence plate light. Wiring for fuel tank sending unit and
electric gauge. Also starter and alternator leads. All with respective grounds for a fiber-glass
bodied vw car. Also, a modern, sealed, 6 circuit Fuse box. These will be custom built for you on
a first come first served basis. There IS a line. Please plan ahead- thanks for your patience. RHD
Right hand drive is available. I have been doing electronics and wiring since Satisfaction is my
goal. Vw volkswagen type 1 Meyers manx glitterbug deserter el-lobo coyote BC bee joe poty
Empi imp sand winder rascal manix etc. Instructions and schematic included. Male spade plugs
are used where necessary for stock VW components like: wiper motor ground, turn signal leads
to column, and. Search Terms e61 tailgate wiring diagram ford f 13a ford harness nation speed
depot wiring harness raptor wiring harness plugs national speed depot wiring harness
SKUB5D2C warrior wiring harness oldnewparts bunnell fl phone number aaw wire to ididit ford
column. The shipment date of your order is dependent on the time of day the order is placed.
Your item will be shipped within 48 hours after receiving full payment, excepting weekends. In

the unlikely event your item is on backorder, we will notify you as soon as possible to discuss
the adjusted shipping time-frame. If you are purchasing multiple items, please pay for all items
at the same time. The eBay checkout system should automatically combine your orders and
consolidate the shipping cost. If it does not, you must contact us before making payment to
combine your items. Failure to do so will result in separate shipping fees for each individual
item. We cannot combine your shipping costs if you have already paid. These charges are the
buyer's responsibility. Please check with your country's customs office to determine what these
additional costs will be prior to bidding or buying. We use eBay's hassle free return system for
all returns of products bought on eBay. Please note we can not allow returns on used items,
Items marked as final sales, or sales over 30 days. All items must be in original condition
including the packaging. Some items may have defects, but will still work for the application,
unless otherwise stated as inoperable. An example is shift knobs which were molded slightly
oblong, or dont seat squarely at a 90 degree angle to the shift rod. We made every effort to
document every last imperfection, but we may have missed something. All items sold as is, and
may not have minor parts such as shift adapter nuts, but if that was missing, please let us
know, rather than returning it or leaving negative feedback , we could always send one out. That
said, I personally sealed the last hundred, and I recall about 3 missing it. We have since found
more, so just let us know! Also, we review every item we leave feedback for, please remember
to leave us positive feedback as well, and in the event of an issue, give us a chance to remedy
it. Most issues can be resolved in hours, please allow us an additional 48 hours after the
weekend to respond, or 72 hours after a holiday weekend, such as Labor Day, where we are
closed for three days, AND have more volume of orders than usual. Thank you, and Happy
Bidding!! Please read all product information carefully before purchase to avoid any order
issues. Johnny Law Motors brings you the vey best in aftermarket and OEM car and truck parts
and accessories. We offer a HUGE selection of the top brand products at the lowest prices. The
only thing that beats our low prices is our great customer service. We are here to help you build
your ride with the best parts and service in the industry. So hit the buy it now button and learn
why once you order from Johnny Law Motors, you will never order from anyone else again!
Copyright Johnny Law Motors. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Shipping and
handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to:
Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 4 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 4. Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Estimated between Thu. Delivery
times may vary, especially during peak periods. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be
applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered
by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment
methods. Feedback on johnnylawmotorsonline from others who bought this item. Positive
feedback. See all. Back to home page Return to top. Condition New. Brand Johnny Law Motors.
Unit Of Measure 1. Avoid shortages and malfunctions when cabling your car's electronic
devices. Vw Dune Buggy Wiring Diagram from i. Electricity is very dangerous and can easily
lead to electrocution, so you need to call an emergency electrical contractor for sensitive
cabling cases. However, you may work on minimal electrical wiring in your home provided you
follow safety measures. To make you better at wiring, here are some reliable tips and
techniques you need to understand. You will be in a much better position to protect yourself
and work better. An RCD residual current device is one of the most important things to have in
your circuits. RCDs are devices that are used to monitor the flow of current through a particular
circuit, and they cut off the current whenever it runs through an unintentional path. So if you
accidentally touch a live cable, the RCD would discover the unusual flow of the existing and
immediately turn off the circuit. This particular keeps both you safe. Having the right tools at
hand is another important aspect of electric work. For instance, avoid using knives as opposed
to strippers when stripping your wires. Knives may weaken the cable by notching the copper
inside. Choose linesman pliers rather than the ordinary slip-joint pliers when intending to twist
wires. The ordinary pliers would give you a loose connection that may cause trouble in future.
Likewise, ensure you've obtained a tester to test the volt quality of the cables before and after
working on them. Terminal connections would be the conclusion factors of wires, where a
connection with a circuit occurs. These are generally some of the most frequent connections,
specifically if you're working with receptacles and changes. Terminal connections undergo a lot
of stress, and weak joints easily loosen. So here's the trick. When wrapping a wire around the
terminal screw, do it in a clockwise direction. That way, the attach tightens the link as it will go

in. Also ensure that all the wire that's wrapped around the attach is stripped. Inside case there
are a airport terminal slot, you have to be extra careful. Strip the wire just right such that no
padding goes underneath the slot, and no bare wire is left. Any errors here could cause the wire
to the touch the ground wire or box. You must be logged in to post a comment. Facebook Tweet
Pin. Use proper tools Having the right tools at hand is another important aspect of electric work.
Watch your airport terminal connections Terminal connections would be the conclusion factors
of wires, where a connection with a circuit occurs. Leave a Comment Cancel reply You must be
logged in to post a comment. Manx Club Created for the Dune Buggy enthusiasts. Posted: Sun
Jul 26, pm. Does anyone here know if the maker of these Manx wiring harnesses is a club
member? My manx project is a basketcase so I will be starting from scratch and I stumbled on
this option so anyone's thoughts or opinion's would be very welcome. I'm also very interested
in suggestions if people have better options. Post subject: Re: Manx wiring harness options?
Posted: Fri Jul 31, pm. They do good work. They are part of the FB club page, but not on here I
believe. However, those harnesses are built to order specifications. You tell them everything
you are running in your buggy and they will build it and cost will reflect how much extra than
basic you are going. Rebelwire has been great to many ManxClub members. Look into that for a
flat price as well! Posted: Sun Aug 02, am. Posted: Tue Oct 06, am. I've always made my own
wiring harnesses!!! They do cost more, but IMO, well worth it!!! Our buggy Xena is grounded so
well, you can use any metal on her for a ground!!! Posted: Sat Nov 07, pm. Not sure if I inserted
the gallery photo correctly. I reserve final judgement until when I get to the point where I can
use the harness but tell me if that heatshrink and labeling isn't something of beauty? So far Oh
and yes I got the version from ebay from the guys in Fernandina beach? I did some tear down
last weekend and am done for awhile so when I start in earnest on the build in I'll start a build
thread. Thanks for the help on here guys, I appreciate it. Posted: Tue Nov 17, am. They did a full
pan for me with a body lift. Mine is chassis 6 and it's beautiful and equally expensive. Here is a
photo of the chassis as well as a photo of some nice gentleman that was there when I went to
pick it up. Posted: Sun Mar 13, pm. Ok firstly they are offering their looms at a price point I
could never get to and the cost of the materials I put into a loom is more than what they are
charging. The reason I point this out isn't because I need the work but because people need to
understand that you get what you pay for. So by their own sums they are using very cheap
components. They mention in their listing over 90 solder points like this is something to be
proud of To suggest this 90 point thing is good is bad and shows a lot about what level they are
aimed at. There are some applications where you can't avoid it and there are steps you take to
make it acceptable, 90 in a VW loom is not acceptable and will cause issues. Solder creates
fatigue points and increases failers. It make it brittle and often breaks. Solder is at home on
boards, and static loom applications not buggies. To solder a crimp terminal is stupid as if you
terminate correctly it detracts from the crimp function so defeats the purpose. SXL grade wire is
a good thing and depending on brand and SAE compliance it will be rated to handle the heat
and have enough wall thickness to suit the application, far from what the empi looms use,
thumbs up to them. Compared to the other stuff on the market I would use one if I had to over
Empi and the other limited universal setups. The multi circuit looms from places like American
Autowire are around double what these guys are charging so there is value in their work don't
get me wrong. We offer lifetime support and if any loom we do gets issue etc then we fix it free
of charge for as long as you own the vehicle. This covers damage as well since if the loom gets
damaged it wasn't correct so we fix it free. Wire labels are common practice but I am not a big
fan of flag labeling as they tend to fall off and fade out over time. We print and heat shrink. As
far as fuse boxes go to put one of those exposed terminal universal spade terminal blocks in a
buggy from the outset makes me wanna cry But as I said they are at a price point where I could
not do what I do and not have it cost me money so it is not far to compare what we do to what
they offer. I am just adding this post to show there are lots of options and the post was about
Manx Wiring Options. On my '69 Early Bronco project back in I bought a painless wiring set up.
On my '69 Manx project I wanted to use a Manx specialist. Second baby girl arrived 2 weeks ago
so work on the Manx continues to be in a holding pattern Thanks Brad for the photos of your
set up, looks really nice. Posted: Mon Mar 21, am. Posted: Tue Apr 05, pm. I run my harness
inside buggy beside seat like a bug and cover it with carpet. I have done it many times and
recognize the colors. I drill a hole low in body or hole close to where brake line goes through to
get to the rear. I am simplifying instructions, but the point is you can do it yourself
inexpensively if you want. Posted: Fri Apr 08, pm. Page 1 of 1. Previous topic Next topic. Post
subject: Manx wiring harness options? Thanks so much, that info is very helpful and I
appreciate it. The labor is very much what puts the price up as it simply takes time to make it
neat and correct. Users browsing this forum: No registered users and 0 guests. You can post
new topics in this forum You can reply to topics in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this

forum You cannot delete your posts in this forum You cannot post attachments in this forum.
Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or user name? Previous 1
2 3 4 template Next. Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 4. Filtered by:. Deaf Bob. June 8, , PM.
Originally posted by yellomalibu View Post. Comment Post Cancel. You all are nuts. Doing it all
wrong since I suppose the answer to my question is that you folks like wiring and you want to
do it every two years until you're good at wiring? June 9, , AM. Originally posted by Beagle View
Post. I've never submarined a dune buggy on the sand dunes, but I suppose it could happen. Of
all the paths you take in life - make sure a few of them are dirt. Maybe if you put the plug in the
back of the boat before you launch it, the connections last more than 2 years? June 9, , PM. Last
edited by Beagle ; June 9, , PM. Originally posted by tardis View Post. That's the answer I was
looking for! Thanks Aaron. I'm well familiar with it - I've got a year old family house on the coast
The wiring is original but I don't think it got electricity until the early 's. They didn't have heat
shrink back then. I've got a friend who lives on a boat on a lake here and electronics last just
fine. Of course, I would expect Lawyer type friends to replace everything every couple of years
because a 65" TV simply isn't big enough for a boat, we need this year's 75" TV Originally
posted by anotheridiot View Post. Worries me to see those fuse sizes. Each box is usually listed
as to how many amps they will carry. When you see a box with extra connections but full of 1
and 5 amp fuses, I'd make sure it can handle the entire system or plan on getting those relays
and a whole other panel to connect the loads of the relays. I settled on the 12 way marine fuse
block. It should do the job just fine, and there's plenty of extra spots to add stuff later. Now onto
the relays. I added up how many relays I need and it looks like 5 'might' cover it? Headlights;
Headlights run off a flip switch. Do I need 1 relay for low, 1 relay for high beams? How do I
incorporate the dimmer switch into this? Horn; Is this necessary? Is a relay necessary for this?
If so, do I need 1 relay for low speed, 1 for high speed? What type of relays should I buy? I'm
still kinda foggy on how to wire all this stuff in, especially now with the addition of relays. I'm
going to order the fuse block, but I want to make sure 5 relays is enough beforehand so I can
order everything at once.. Last edited by tardis ; June 9, , PM. The ford solenoid is a relay, so
no. That said, my latest belief is that Prius drivers are saving the planet by not engaging their
signals since that uses electricity - so why not go all retro on that? Strangely, I do like running
lights - they really do reduce the idiots who blindly pull in front of you Trick question? That said,
avoid, at all costs, Chinese Ford solenoids - they don't work for long. The wiring is pretty
straight-forward - with a relay, remember, all your doing is energizing the switch, the main
power and the heavy wire only needs to be on the load sides. If you use 16 gauge wire for the
power low load , and 18 gauge for the signal wire, your ground wire should
2002 ford windstar starter solenoid location
2004 ford taurus maf sensor
free pdf repair
be at least 14 gauge unless, of course, you use the ground circuit as the signal circuit, then the
reverse applies I'll save you one question - especially for high-load circuits - it is pretty popular
to make the completed circuit on the ground side of the circuit rather then the positive side.
Many times you can save quite a bit of wiring - e. If you use the relay to ground the circuit, you
simply have to run one wire to the light June 10, , AM. If you want a dimmer switch, all you
would be doing is taking those high load wires at the dimmer switch and wiring them to the
second relay for the headlights. If you dont want a dimmer switch on the floor, you can run a
three way switch. Off is the middle, up can turn the high beams, down can be the regular
headlights each side would just energize the high or low relay. Those relays I posted are gonna
be installed soon. All I can say is the sockets look pretty healthy and 5 sets of relays for less
than All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel.

